
 

 

 
Shagger Drill  for  Elementary Players 

 
One group has two players, a thrower and a shagger. The shagger catches the disc and feeds the 

thrower who is preparing to throw to the next moving receiver.   Ideally the drill is done using only one 
disc.  Timing on the cut and the throw should be mastered.  The result is a completed pass in with 
possession in good field position.     

The job of the shagger is to catch every throw, as the timing of feed to the thrower is an important 
part of that timing.    Good Timing also relies on the cutter beginning the cut as the Shagger catches the 
disc.  The shagger should be positioned to receive a pass from each throwers comfortable distance, and 
should accept responsibility to learn their teammates skill and accommodate it. 

To begin the drill, use proper etiquette and field signals.  
On the signal ‘disc in’,  a player from the team line executes an in-cut, and receives the pass.   

When receiver catches the disc, using a pancake catch; they should stop running and sets the proper pivot 
foot, so as not to travel and execute a  proper throw to the shagger.    The shagger catches the disc, using a 
pancake catch, and feeds the thrower who then executes the correct pass to the next moving receiver.     

After the throw back to the shagger, the player turns far outside the passing lane to clear-out the 
offense and return to the receiver line.   After the thrower thrown to each receiver, the cut is changed, or the 
shagger becomes the thrower, and a new shagger is chosen.  

 
Variations in Progression: 
 

• When more players are drilling, allow for maximum skill and fitness development, and 
run sets of cuts.  It is suggested that a group to have no more than five receivers.   

• Change the thrower and shagger after each player has executed an in-cut to backhand 
side.    

• Change the thrower and shagger after each player has executed an in-cut to backhand and 
forehand sides.     

• Change the thrower and shagger after each player has executed an in-cut and a deep cut 
to backhand side.    

• Change the thrower and shagger after each player has executed an in-cut and a deep cut 
to forehand and backhand sides.      

 
A mature team will have throwers who will desire to stay in position until both cuts have 

be performed to both throws by all players.  Allow the drill to develop by inviting players who are 
comfortable with their skills to be the thrower.   Players develop personal skills of self-regulation 
by volunteering for a task that they feel qualified to perform.     As an UltimateSpirit coach you 
should carefully choose players who fit the position…a good thrower, and a shagger who is 
willing to read every throw and run to catch it.   Do not pigeon-hole players or hold the same 
expectation of all players in your group.   Personal success is a huge builder of self-esteem.   
  
 
 
 
Set-up  for a BACKHAND cut INto the disc: 
 

 
ooooo (extra discs)  
                X   Shagger 
 
         Receivers 
                                          X XXXXXX 
 
X Thrower 
 



 

 

 
 
Set-up  for a BACKHAND cut AWAY from the disc: 
 

X   Shagger 
 
  
 
 
       Receivers 
  ooooo (pile of discs)     X XXXXXX 
 
X Thrower 
 
 

 
Set-up for a FOREHAND cut INto the disc 
 
 
 

 X   Thrower 
 
         Running Receivers 
         X  XXXXXX 
 
X Shagger 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Set-up for a FOREHAND cut AWAY from the disc 

 
 
X   Thrower 
 
         Running Receivers 
         X  XXXXXX 
 
X Shagger 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Shagger Drill  for  more Advanced players 
 
One group has two players, a thrower and a shagger. The shagger catches the disc and feeds the 

thrower who is preparing to throw to the next moving receiver, The other group has 5-7 receivers in a line. 
On the signal (‘disc in’), the receiver from the front of the line runs (cuts), and receives the pass. The 
receiver catches the disc with a pancake, stops running, sets the pivot foot (so as not to travel) and throws 
the disc to the shagger. The shagger catches the disc and places the disc and throws it to the thrower so that 
a pass may be executedto the next moving receiver, who is cutting from the front of the line.   The receivers 
turn far outside to ‘clear out’ the cut and return to the receiver line. This repeats until the thrower has 
thrown to each receiver twice.   Rotation of Responsibilities:  The shagger becomes the new thrower, and a 
new shagger comes from the receiving line. Continue until all players have had a chance to be the thrower. 

 
 

SET-UP for the BACKHAND throw (right handed-player).   
 

 
  
X   Shagger 
 
         Receivers 
  ooooo (pile of discs)           X XXXXXX 
 
X Thrower 
 

 
 

Variations on the SHAGGER Drill 
 

Variation (to practice different throws):  The receiver should first cut to the thrower’s 
backhand.  On the second turn, the receiver should cut to the thrower’s forehand.   Change throwers after 
throwing a forehand and a backhand to each running receiver who is making an appropriate in-cut to the 
correct side.    Notice the change in position of the shagger so as not to interfere with the thrower-receiver 
responsibilities.   CLEAR-OUT to create field space after throwing to the shagger.   Creating an awareness 
of field space is emphasized in this variation. 

 
 
SET-UP for the FOREHAND throw (right handed-player).   

 
 X   Thrower 
 
         Running Receivers 
         X  XXXXXX 
 
X Shagger 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Variation (to practice with a marker on the thrower): The receiver from the front of the line 

runs (cuts), and receives the pass. Ther thrower is faking and pivoting with a loose mark (at first…the 
intensity of the mark should increase, with the skill of the thrower).  Initially, the mark should be  set to 
force the throw to and open cutter.  Based on the position of the marker who sets up a force, this drill 
creates an awareness of the open side and the breakmark side of the field.  A mature team can send the 
cutter against the mark, to practice a breakmark pass.  As the cuts and throws are more variable with skill 
development, the thrower should strive to have eye-contact with the thrower to ensure timing of a 
completed lead pass.   Team communication begins  with one pass at a time.    

 
SET-UP for a BACKHAND throw and an IN-CUT with a MARKER 
 
 X   Thrower 
 
  X Marker       Receivers 
              X     XXXXXX 
X Shagger 
 

To learn patience, the thrower should allow the marker to count at least to at least “stalling-three” 
before throwing. To learn throwing under pressure, start the stall count at 5!    
 
 
 

 
Rules Practice  
Self-regulation is an important aspect of playing Ultimate.  Most athletes are conditioned to rely 

on an official to enforce the rules, and need to develop the skills necessary to make calls on their own to 
become a spirited participant in the sport of Ultimate.   Certainly a good understanding of the rules will 
allow each player to cognitively avoid breaking a rule.  In Ultimate, any player can call a violation. When 
a call is made, players’ acknowledge the violation with respect. During play if clarification is necessary, it 
should be presented…but, discussion should be limited during field time.   It is the player’s responsibility to 
understand the rules PRIOR to participating in competitive experiences.    

 
While participating in this drill, almost all of the rules and calls of Ultimate can be practiced.  
 
The defense should execute the stall count by counting in one-second increments when a single 

player is in control of the disc. On all calls and violations, players should hold their field position at the 
point of the infraction.     To initiate play after an infraction, the marker counts backwards from three, and 
announces when players are permitted to begin play.  (“3-2-1- disc-in…stalling 1, 2, 3…”). To practice a 
unified defense, the marker should count loud enough for field defenders to be aware when the thrower is 
running out of time.  

The offense will be provided an opportunity to practice asking for disc space and calling fouls.  
Fouls can be committed on both offense and defense.   In the event of a defensive foul, the stall count is 
reset to zero.   If an offensive foul is committed, the stall count stays where it was when the infraction was 
committed.  

The thrower may call a fast count if the marker is not counting in one-second increments.  On the 
first violation the marker acknowledges by simply reducing the count by two seconds while play continues.  
Should the count remain fast, play is then stopped, and restarted like a defensive foul has occurred.  

  If the offensive thrower steps around the marker to execute a throw, traveling should be called.     
In the event of traveling, the disc is awarded to the thrower, and the marker maintains the count (starts 
where they stopped).   Play is initiated like an offensive foul has occurred.    


